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Abstract. Rotations of the eye are generated by the torques that the eye muscles apply to the eye. The relationship between eye orientation and the direction of the torques generated by the extraocular muscles is therefore central to any understanding of the control of three-dimensional eye movements of any type. We review the geometrical properties that dictate the relationship between muscle pulling direction and 3D eye orientation. We then show how this relation can be used to test the validity of oculomotor control hypotheses. We test the common modeling assumption that the extraocular muscle pairs can be treated as single bidirectional muscles. Finally, we investigate the consequences of assuming ﬁxed muscle pulley locations when modeling the control of eye movements. Keywords: Eye movement – Muscles – Rotation – Oculomotor control – Model



1 Introduction Eye movements result from coordinated contractions and relaxations of the extraocular muscles (EOMs), which produce a combined torque that rotates the eyeball. The relationship between eye orientation and the direction of the torques generated by the EOMs is therefore central to any understanding of the control of 3D eye movement. The need for a better understanding of this relationship is illustrated by the continued uncertainty about the way in which the muscle pulleys [connective tissue pulleys that serve as the functional mechanical origin of the EOMs (Miller et al. 1993; Demer et al. 1995) inﬂuence oculomotor control. After the existence of EOM pulleys was established (Miller et al. 1993; Demer et al. 1995) various authors (Raphan 1998; Quaia and Optican 1998; Thurtell et al. 2000; Porrill et al. 2000) argued that the muscle pulleys Correspondence to: A. R. Koene (e-mail: [email protected])



serve as a mechanical substrate for Listing’s law, a constraint on ocular kinematics that describes the torsional orientation of the eye as a function of gaze direction (von Helmholtz 1867). The pulleys would thus allow for an essentially 2D control of saccades. Others (Hepp 1994; Tweed 1997), however, argued against this, pointing out the frequent violations of Listing’s law during VOR and sleep. More recently Demer et al. (2000) suggested that both Listing’s law and its violations during VOR could be explained by actively controlled muscle pulley locations. This suggestion was subsequently thrown into question by Misslisch and Tweed (2001), who argued that actively controlled pulleys still could not explain the full kinematic pattern seen in the VOR. In this paper we review the geometrical properties that dictate the relationship between muscle pulling direction and 3D eye rotations. Two examples are given to show how this relation can be used to test the validity and implications of oculomotor control assumptions: 1. We analyze the circumstances under which the common assumption (Tweed and Vilis 1987; Haustein 1989; Schnablok and Raphan 1994; Raphan 1998; Smith and Crawford 1998; Quaia and Optican 1998; Thurtell et al. 2000) of perfect agonist–antagonist muscle alignment is valid. 2. We investigate the implications for oculomotor control of assuming that the muscle pulleys do not move as a function of ocular version (Raphan 1998; Quaia and Optican 1998; Porrill et al. 2000; Thurtell et al. 2000). Parts of this work were previously published as part of a Ph.D. thesis (Koene 2002). 2 Mechanics of gaze change and ﬁxation The torque, or moment of force, generated by a muscle is given by Ti = ri × Fi = Ti Mˆ i ,



(1)



where Fi is the force exerted by muscle i, ri is its moment arm, Ti is the magnitude of the torque, and Mˆ i is the axis of
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action (Quaia and Optican 1998), i.e., unit moment vector (Miller and Robinson 1984) of the muscle. Using the notation of (1), the equation of motion of the eye relative to the head is given by J



d = Tp (c , ) + dt



n 



Ti Mˆ i (c ) ,



Insertion point vector (I) Effective muscle origin vector (P)



(2)



i=1



where Ti > 0, J is the moment of inertia of the eye,  is the angular velocity of the eye, Tp (c , ) is the torque produced by the passive tissue viscosity and elasticity of the plant, c is a rotation vector describing the current eye orientation, and n is the total number of muscles in the system. Since muscles can only pull and not push, the force exerted by each EOM is always greater than zero. 1 The muscles, together with Tp , must therefore form an opponent system so that during ﬁxation the torque generated by each muscle (Ti ) can be cancelled by the torques generated by the other muscles together with Tp . 3 Axes of action of muscles Equation (2) showed that the axes of action (Mˆ i ) of the EOMs are a key component to understanding the characteristics of the oculomotor system. We will now investigate how the Mˆ i are related to eye orientation () and the location of the effective muscle origin (i.e., the muscle pulleys). Miller et al. (1993) and Demer et al. (1995) showed that the EOM paths follow the shortest path from their insertion point on the eye to a position in the eye socket determined by connective tissue pulleys that serve as the functional mechanical origins of the muscles. Anterior to these pulleys, EOM paths shift with gaze, whereas posterior EOM paths do not. The muscle path determining the axis of action of an EOM is therefore given by the shortest path over the globe from the insertion point (I ) to the pulley location (P ). In order to simplify the calculations, the following two assumptions were made. First, the globe of the eye was modeled as a perfect sphere with the center of rotation at the center of the sphere. Second, the muscle paths were modeled as lines rather than bands (about 10 mm wide). Both of these assumptions are also made by other authors Tweed and Vilis (1987); Haustein (1989); Raphan (1998); Quaia and Optican (1998); Demer et al. (2000); Porrill et al. (2000); Thurtell et al. (2000). Using a head ﬁxed coordinate system centered on the eye, the vectors Ii and Pi , determining the insertion point and pulley position of the i-th EOM, span the plane of the shortest muscle path from Ii to Pi that does not intersect the eyeball (Fig. 1). Using a right-handed coordinate system the axis of action, (Mˆ i ) of the i-th EOM is determined by 1 In order for the passive elastic force due to muscle stretching to become zero, the eye must look approximately 10◦ ipsilaterally, which requires the application of an active developed force by that same muscle (Robinson 1975).



Axis of Action (M)



ˆ of a muscle. The muscle Fig. 1. Determining the axis of action (M) path is constrained at two points, the insertion point I on the eyeball and the effective muscle origin at the muscle pulley P . The muscle pulls I toward P . Thus the eye rotates in the I, P plane. The axis of action Mˆ around which the muscle causes the eye to rotate is therefore perpendicular to I and P



Ii × Pi , Mˆ i = Ii × Pi 



(3)



where Mˆ i is normalized since the axis of action, i.e., the direction of torque, does not specify anything about the force (magnitude of torque) being exerted. Since Ii is ﬁxed relative to the eye, Mˆ i will depend on eye orientation. The function determining how Ii depends on eye orientation is given in appendix A. 4 Effect of eye plant geometry on oculomotor control The following examples are given to illustrate how the properties of the eye plant geometry can be used to investigate the complexity and/or validity of oculomotor control hypotheses. 4.1 Perfect agonist–antagonist muscle alignment The majority of models aimed at modeling the control of eye movements assume that the antagonistic muscles can be modeled as a single unit (Tweed and Vilis 1987; Haustein 1989; Schnablok and Raphan 1994; Raphan 1998; Smith and Crawford 1998; Quaia and Optican 1998; Thurtell et al. 2000). Implicitly or explicitly these models assume that cocontraction of the antagonistic muscles in a muscle pair does not produce any net torque acting on the eye. In terms of eye plant geometry, this implies that the axes of action of the two muscles are assumed to be aligned (i.e., ∠(Mˆ agonist , Mˆ antagonist ) = 180◦ ⇔ Mˆ agonist = −Mˆ antagonist ). For any two vectors (Mˆ agonist , Mˆ antagonist ) that are aligned, the angles between each of these vectors and a third vector (Iagonist ) have the property that ∠(Mˆ antagonist , Iagonist ) = 180◦ − ∠(Mˆ agonist , Iagonist ). Since ∠(Mˆ agonist , Iagonist ) = 90◦ [see (3)], it follows that, if the antagonistic muscles are aligned, ∠(Mˆ antagonist , Iagonist ) = 180 − 90 = 90◦ . By the same reasoning, ∠(Mˆ agonist , Iantagonist ) must
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then also equal 90◦ . If the assumption that the agonist–antagonist muscle pairs are perfectly aligned is true, Mˆ agonist and Mˆ antagonist must therefore be perpendicular to the insertion point vectors of both muscles (Iagonist and Iantagonist ), i.e., the axes of action must be perpendicular to the plane spanned by the insertion point vectors (4): Iantagonist × Iagonist . Mˆ agonist = −Mˆ antagonist = ± Iantagonist × Iagonist 



4.2 Consequences for oculomotor control of assuming ﬁxed muscle pulley positions Most models of the oculomotor system have so far implemented the muscle pulleys as ﬁxed structures whose positions do not change (Raphan 1998; Quaia and Optican 1998; Porrill et al. 2000; Thurtell et al. 2000). Here we will analyze how this assumption of ﬁxed muscle pulleys causes the axes of action of the EOMs to tilt as a function of eye orientation and show why this does not affect the separability of the control of horizontal and vertical eye movements. As was shown in Sect. 4.1, the assumptions of ﬁxed muscle pulleys and perfect alignment of agonist–antagonist axes of action are mutually exclusive. An impression ∀ is the mathematical symbol denoting “for all”.



R 1–>2



θ



(4)



Since the orientation of Iagonist and Iantagonist is ﬁxed relative to the eye, it follows from (4) that Mˆ agonist and Mˆ antagonist must also be ﬁxed relative to the eye. Which muscle pulley positions (Pi ) would result in these axes of action? Since Mˆ i is determined by the cross product of Ii and Pi (3), the possible muscle pulley positions for any given Mˆ i are restricted to a plane perpendicular to Mˆ i , which we will refer to as APi . Based on the requirement that Mˆ i be ﬁxed with respect to the eye to ensure agonist–antagonist muscle pair alignment, three cases can be distinguished: 1. If the eye moves from orientation 1 to 2 by rotating θ ◦ about an axis Rˆ 1→2 that is collinear to Mˆ i (1 ), then Api (1 ) = Api (2 ) ∀ θ (Fig. 2 top).2 2. If the eye moves from orientation 1 to 2 by rotating θ ◦ about an axis Rˆ 1→2 that is perpendicular to Mˆ i (1 ), then Api (1 ) ∩ Api (2 ) = Rˆ 1→2 ∀θ (Fig. 2 middle). 3. If the eye moves from orientation 1 to 2 by rotating θ ◦ about an axis Rˆ 1→2 that is neither collinear nor perpendicular to Mˆ i (1 ), then Api (1 ) ∩ Api (2 ) changes as a function of θ (Fig. 2 bottom). Since case 3 will always apply to at least one muscle pair, we conclude that perfect agonist–antagonist muscle pair alignment can only be achieved if Pi is a function of . The exact movement of the muscle pulleys as a function of , however, can not be predicted from these results because that depends on the exact location of Pi within the Api () planes. In order to resolve this issue using a modeling approach, it will probably be necessary to investigate the relationship between muscle stretch and pulley position.
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Ap Fig. 2. Intersection of (Api ) planes of possible pulley locations at different eye orientations. The gray areas indicate the intersection of the areas of possible pulley locations (Api (1 ) ∩ Api (2 )) at the different eye orientations reached by rotating θ ◦ about the axis R1→2



of the way in which Mˆ depends on eye orientation, when the pulleys are ﬁxed, is given in Fig. 3. As can be seen from the bottom panels, the effect of a vertical gaze shift on the horizontal muscles is to fold the axes of action (Mˆ 1 and Mˆ 2 ) toward each other (lower left panel) while at the same time tilting them about the y-axis such that Mˆ 1 and Mˆ 2 partially follow the eye movement (lower right panel). The tilting (lower right panel) is the effect of the muscle pulleys that was described in Raphan (1998) and Quaia and Optican (1998). As was shown by them, appropriately positioned pulleys will cause this tilting to correspond to 50% of the eye movement, resulting in Listing’s law. Here we will concentrate on the consequences of Mˆ 1 and Mˆ 2 folding toward each other (lower left panel) as a result of the upward eye rotation. This effect was not dealt with in the models that use single “bidirectional” muscles to represent the agonist–antagonist muscle pairs (Raphan 1998; Quaia and Optican 1998) since it can only be observed if each of the six EOMs is modeled separately.
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Fig. 3. Dependence of Mˆ on eye orientation. The top left ﬁgure shows the muscle paths and axes of action of the two horizontal muscles when the eye is looking straight ahead. The top right and bottom ﬁgures show how the muscle paths and axes of action shift when the eye



is at secondary orientation (looking up). I indicates the location of the insertion point of the muscle on the globe. P indicates the muscle pulley location



The contour plots in Fig. 4 show the angle ρ between the axes of action of the agonist–antagonist muscle pairs as a function of gaze direction (in Euler coordinates). The torsional orientations were chosen in accordance with Listing’s law (i.e., Listing torsion was set to zero). For this calculation of ρ we assumed that at primary position (gaze straight ahead) the antagonistic muscles are aligned and the pairs of muscles (horizontal, vertical, torsional) act in orthogonal planes such that they would elicit purely horizontal, vertical, and torsional movements, respectively (Tweed and Vilis 1987; Raphan 1998; Quaia and Optican 1998; Thurtell et al. 2000). The insertion points (I ) of the muscles on the globe were located 55◦ out from the center of the pupil (corresponding roughly to the data by Miller and Robinson (1984). The pulley positions (P ) were assumed to be with a 125◦ angle between P and



the positive unit vector of the x-axis (nx ) [approximating the position suggested by Miller et al. (1999)]. The top and middle plots in Fig. 4 show that, for the horizontal/vertical muscles, ρ decreases almost linearly from 180◦ to 155◦ as a function of the vertical/horizontal eccentricity of the eye. For the oblique muscles this decrease in ρ (Fig. 4 bottom plot) is also linear but now a function of both horizontal and vertical eye eccentricity (with a slightly stronger decrease for vertical eccentricities). The exact shape of the contour lines in Fig. 4 depends on the position of the muscle pulleys. The curvature of the contour lines decreases as the angle between P and nx decreases (i.e., the pulleys are placed more anterior). In order to get an idea of how the dependence of ρ on eye orientation affects oculomotor control, we compared two almost identical eye plant models, one of which
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Fig. 5. Simulated gaze directions resulting from the same neural activity sets applied to eye plant models with ﬁxed muscle pulleys, with (“X”) and without (“+”) the assumption of perfect antagonistic muscle pair alignment. The predictions of the Quaia and Optican (1998) model (“O”) are given for comparison. The desired ﬁxation orientations were Listing’s law compliant eye orientations with gaze eccentricity ranging from 24◦ leftward to 24◦ rightward, and 24◦ upward to 24◦ downward, in steps of 8◦ . The gaze directions are given in Euclidean coordinates
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Fig. 4. Angel ρ between Mˆ agonist and Mˆ antagonist of the horizontal, vertical, and oblique muscle pairs as a function of eye eccentricity in horizontal and vertical gaze directions



determined Mˆ i based on (3) while the other replicated the effect of modeling the agonist–antagonist muscle pairs as single bidirectional muscles. The effect of modeling the antagonistic muscles as “bidirectional” muscles was replicated by substituting the individual axes of action orientations with the orientations of their “bidirectional” counterparts. This orientation corresponds to the orientation of the effective torque produced by a change in muscle activity Tbidirect = Fagonist Mˆ agonist + Fantagonist Mˆ antagonist ,



(5)



where Fagonist > 0 and Fantagonist < 0. In both models the muscle forces (Fi ) and the passive tissue torque (Tp ) were calculated using the same equations as in Raphan (1998) [see also Quaia and Optican 1998]. The MATLAB code in which the models were implemented is available on the Springer server or from the corresponding author upon request. Figure 5 shows the predicted ﬁxation directions resulting from applying identical neural activity patterns to both models (“x” = bidirectional, “+” = separate agonist–antagonist muscles) and to the Quaia and Optican (1998) model (“O”). The overlap between the Os and the Xs shows that the predictions of our “bidirectional” model are identical to the Quaia and Optican (1998) model. The reason our other, more detailed, model (“+”) predicts different ﬁxation directions is the net torque produced by the cocontraction in the agonist–antagonist muscle pairs. Simulation with cocontraction set to zero (not shown), resulting in negative activation levels, showed no difference between our two model variants. As illustrated in Fig. 6 the net torque generated by cocontracting muscles (Tcocon ) is in the plane spanned by the axes of action of the two muscles and perpendicular to the axis of action of the simpliﬁed “bidirectional” muscle. In the models that use the “bidirectional” muscle simpliﬁcation, this net torque produced by the antagonistic cocontraction is considered to be zero. The validity of this simpliﬁcation clearly depends not only on the angle ρ but also on the amount of cocontractile force that is applied. Table 1 shows the angle between Tcocon produced by each EOM pair and the Tbidirect of the other EOM pairs for various eye orientations (i.e., the top left entry indicates that the angle between Tcocon produced by the horizontal muscle pair (Hco ) and Tbi of the vertical muscle pair (Vbi )
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Table 1. Angle between Tcocon and the Tbidirect of the other two muscles, for vertical (θ ◦ V, 0◦ H), 67.5◦ oblique upward (θ ◦ V, θ/2◦ H), 45◦ oblique upward (θ ◦ V, θ ◦ H), 22.5◦ oblique upward (θ/2◦ V, θ ◦H), and



horizontal 0◦ V, θ ◦ H saccades. Hco = Tcocon of the horizontal muscle pair; Vco = Tcocon of the vertical muscle pair; Oco = Tcocon of the oblique muscle pair; Hbi = Tbidirect of the horizontal muscle pair; etc.
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Fig. 6. Net torque resulting from cocontraction between antagonistic muscles. a Axes of action are aligned. b Axes of action are not aligned



is 0◦ when the eye looks up or down (θ ◦ from straight ahead). As can be seen from the small angles between the actively generated torques Tbidirect and Tcocon (Table 1), the net torques due to cocontraction have the effect of either helping the eye movement or counteracting it but do not change its direction. Tcocon from the horizontal muscles is aligned with Tbidirect produced by the vertical muscles and vice versa. Tcocon from the torsion muscles follows the direction of the eye movement. As the eye moves more horizontally, it is more in agreement with Tbidirect from the horizontal muscles, and as the eye moves more vertically, it is more in agreement with Tbidirect from the vertical muscles. Tcocon thus has the effect of changing the amount of force that needs to be applied to move the eye but does not affect which muscles need to supply this force. This conclusion is corroborated by the results shown in Fig. 5. In Fig. 5 the horizontal and vertical gaze eccentricity is affected by the introduction of Tcocon (“X” compared to “+”), but the vertical gaze eccentricity is not effected by horizontal eye orientation and vice versa. The presence of Tcocon therefore does not interfere with a control strategy based on separability of horizontal and vertical gaze control. 5 Discussion The goal of this study was to examine the (geometrical) properties of 3D rotations to provide a better understanding of the relationship between eye orientations and the direction of the torque generated by the eye muscles. The simpliﬁcations that we made were the assumptions that the eye can be modeled as a perfect sphere that is rotated about its center and that there are no translational



movements. In addition, we simpliﬁed the calculation of the muscle paths by modeling the muscles as lines (or strings) instead of 10-mm-wide strips. Either explicitly or implicitly these assumptions are also made in (Tweed and Vilis 1987; Haustein 1989; Raphan 1998; Quaia and Optican 1998; Demer et al. 2000; Porrill et al. 2000; Thurtell et al. 2000). In this study we concentrated on the orientation of the axes of action of the eye muscles, which determines the required coordination between the EOMs to achieve a desired eye movement. The effect of the nonlinear forcelength-innervation relationship of the EOMs on oculomotor control was not investigated here. A separate study focusing on these issues is currently being completed. Some of the results of this study can be found in Koene (2002). A recent study by Quaia and Optican (2003) has recently shown that, even if a linear approximation is used for the force-length-innervation relationship, the change in muscle force due to muscle length changes affects the control of eye movements. The equation we used to show how the axes of action of the EOMs depend on eye orientation and muscle pulley position (3) is in essence a simpliﬁed form of the equation used by Robinson and Miller (1989). 5.1 Agonist–antagonist muscle alignment Most previous models of oculomotor control (Tweed and Vilis 1987; Haustein 1989; Schnablok and Raphan 1994; Raphan 1998; Smith and Crawford 1998; Quaia and Optican 1998; Thurtell et al. 2000) have assumed that, due to the agonist–antagonist arrangement of the EOMs, the eye mechanics can be simpliﬁed by modeling each muscle pair as a single “bidirectional” muscle. Since the contribution of the muscle pair to the movement of the eye is determined by the vector sum of the torques generated by each muscle (2), this simpliﬁcation implicitly assumes that the antagonistic muscles are perfectly aligned. We presented an analytical proof that the assumption of perfect agonist–antagonist muscle pair alignment at all eye orientations can only be true if the axes of action of the EOMs are ﬁxed relative to the eyeball, which in turn requires that the muscle pulley locations not be ﬁxed (Sect. 4.1). Since none of the models (Tweed and Vilis 1987; Haustein 1989; Schnablok and Raphan 1994; Raphan 1998; Smith and Crawford 1998; Quaia and Optican 1998; Thurtell et al. 2000) features EOM axes of action that are ﬁxed with
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respect to the eyeball, the assumption of perfect agonist– antagonist muscle alignment is not valid. The type and degree of error resulting from this unjustiﬁed assumption depends on the choice of muscle pulley locations and was analyzed in Sect. 4.2 (e.g., Fig. 5).



5.2 Stationary muscle pulleys during version movements Most models of the oculomotor system that include muscle pulleys currently implement them as ﬁxed structures whose positions do not change as a function of eye orientation (Raphan 1998; Quaia and Optican 1998; Porrill et al. 2000; Thurtell et al. 2000). In Sect. 4.2 we analyzed how this assumption affects the predictions made by these models. We showed that, during eye movements, the assumption of stationary muscle pulleys causes the axes of action of the agonist–antagonist EOM pairs to fold toward each other while at the same time tilting them about the ocular rotation axis such that they partially follow the eye movement. While the tilting of the axes of action about the ocular rotation axis was previously investigated by others (Raphan 1998; Quaia and Optican 1998), the folding motion of the antagonistic muscles could not be detected by models that simpliﬁed the eye plant by modeling agonist–antagonist muscle pairs as single “bidirectional” models. As was shown in Fig. 6, the effect of folding the antagonistic muscles toward each other is that the cocontraction between these muscles starts to produce a net torque (Tcocon ) in a direction perpendicular to the torque resulting from changes in activity of the muscle pair. Tcocon affects the level of contraction and relaxation of the EOMs that is required to generate the eye movement. It does not affect the direction in which the EOMs cause the eye to rotate. The presence of Tcocon therefore does not interfere with a control strategy based on separability of horizontal and vertical gaze control. Our results are therefore in agreement with Porrill et al. (2000) in showing that version eye movements can be controlled using a strategy based on separability of horizontal and vertical gaze control without requiring muscle pulley movement. The separability of horizontal and vertical eye movement control, however, does depend on muscle pulley position [also reported in Porrill et al. (2000)]. Simulation with different ﬁxed muscle pulley positions showed that, for oblique movements, there was a noticeable effect on the orientation of the oblique muscle Tcocon with respect to Tbidirect when the z-coordinate of the pulley locations was changed. For the horizontal and vertical muscles, however, this affect was negligible. Whether or not the tilting of the axes of action facilitates Listing’s law is also strongly dependent on the muscle pulley position (Raphan 1998; Quaia and Optican 1998).



5.3 Recent ﬁndings on muscle pulley movement Recent studies using magnetic resonance imaging of human EOMs have provided evidence for a pulley of the



inferior oblique muscle (Demer et al. 2003b) and movement of the muscle pulleys during ocular convergence (Demer et al. 2003a). As described by Demer et al. (2003a), the movement of the muscle pulleys during convergence seems inconsistent with the reconﬁguration required to explain the temporal tilting of Listing’s plane that is observed during convergence. An alternative reason for this pulley movement that suggests itself from the results of our current study is that this reconﬁguration of the pulley locations might be related to the issue of agonist–antagonist muscle alignment. A review of these ﬁndings was recently published by Demer et al. (2003a,b). 5.4 Conclusions Analytical investigations into the relationship between eye muscle properties and 3D eye orientations can provide valuable insights concerning the origin of oculomotor control phenomena. In addition, they provide a method for testing the validity of modeling assumptions when direct experimental testing is unachievable. In our ﬁrst example we proved that the common modeling assumption of perfect agonist–antagonist muscle alignment is only valid under very speciﬁc circumstances and that the error which may result from this assumption depends on the choice of muscle pulley locations. In our second example we showed that, despite the net torque produced by the cocontraction of nonaligned agonist–antagonist muscles, eye movements can be controlled using a strategy base on separability of horizontal and vertical gaze control without requiring muscle pulley movement. Since all eye movements ultimately involve the eye plant, the methodology and examples provided in this paper apply equally to all types of oculomotor control. References Demer JL, Miller JM, Poukens V, Vinters HV, Glasgow BJ (1995) Evidence for ﬁbromuscular pulleys of the recti extraocular muscles. Invest Ophthalmol Vis Sci 36:1135–1136 Demer JL, Oh SY, Poukens V (2000) Evidence for active control of rectus extraocular muscle pulleys. Invest Ophthalmol Vis Sci 41:1280–1290 Demer JL, Kono R, Wright W (2003a) Magnetic resonance imaging of human extraocular muscles in convergence. J Neurophysiol 89:2072–85 Demer JL, Oh SY, Clark RA, Poukens V (2003b) Evidence for a pulley of the inferior oblique muscle. Invest Ophthalmol Vis Sci 44:3856–3865 Haustein W (1989) Considerations on listing’s law and the primary position by means of a matrix description of eye position control. Biol Cybern 60:411–420 Hepp K (1994) Oculomotor control: listing’s law and all that. Curr Opin Neurobiol 4:862–868 Koene AR (2002) Eye mechanics and their implications for eye movement control. Utrecht University, Utrecht, The Netherlands ISBN 90-393-3185-5 Miller JM, Robinson DA (1984) A model of the mechanics of binocular alignment. Comput Biomed Res 17:436–470
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Appendix A Dependence of I on eye orientation Using a rotation vector notation, the eye orientation  corresponds to the orientation that the eye would have if
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Fig. 7. Procedure for rotating I(0) around . The ﬁgure to the left shows how I(0) is ﬁrst decomposed into a component  perpendicular to  and a component H collinear with . The ﬁgure to the right shows how the  component is rotated around 



it were rotated from the primary position around an axis collinear to  by an angle θ, where θ = 2 arctan(). Using this notation the dependence of I on  can be written as I() = H +  cos(θ ) +



× sin(θ ), 



(6)



with H=



·I  ·I I = , I    2



and  = I(0) − H,



where I(0) is the muscle insertion point vector during primary orientation gaze and I() is the insertion point vector for an eye orientation described by the rotation vector . Figure 7 gives a graphical illustration.
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